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Perfins: Dodwell & Co., Ltd., 45/99
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"A.S. Rosenthal Co." security endorsement, 49/161
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Too-late perfin, 53/259
Two Manchoukuo questions, 55/125
Across the Mississippi River to Yokohama, 57/101
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A small packet that passed through customs [small packet from Japan to US, 1956], 46/180-1
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New light on Karl Lewis, 45/147-51
Early K.L. cachets [Karl Lewis], 45/289
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The official orders reopening the postal administration of the Philippines by the Japanese military administration, 15/187-90
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Congratulations Fall of Bataan and Corregidor - The 2c surcharged Victory stamp of 1942 of the Japanese occupation of the Philippine Islands, 16/27-30
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Japanese Philippines: Christmas card permit, 17/64-5
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First day covers of the 1945 Philippines official issues, 18/32-3
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Philippine Islands "Internal Revenue" stamps, 22/238
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The "Memorial Postage Stamp Album" of 1902 commemorating the 25th anniversary of Japan's membership in the Universal Postal Union, 5/8-2/3
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That bird is a honeysweat [identification of bird on the conservation series stamp of 8Aug1975], 31/148
1978 new year cards [co-author: Alexander, Robert P.], 33/120-3
Japonica? [sake bottle on East German stamp], 35/130
International conferences - Japan's contribution to a philatelic topic, 35/193-202
Japonica, 36/129
Japonica, 37/39-41
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Carlson, Frank
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Carter, Russ W.
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Use of multiple plates for Wada cherry blossom forgeries, 48/256-9
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Spiro forgeries: Plate production and adaptations, 50/244-9
Forgeries of the Dragon, Cherry Blossom and Koban stamps of Japan, 1st edition [co-authors: Zane, Thomas L.; Evans-de Violini, Lois M.], 51/6 Supp (CD-ROM Mono 1, 1st ed.)
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Prefectural new issues, 64/384-17
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Prefectural new issues, 65/54, 61-5
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ISJP Grievance Committee, 65/153
Prefectural new issues, 65/160-5
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Prefectural new issues, 66/328-43
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Postal stamp cancellations, 67/10-44
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“Cancellation Missing” cancellations, 67/65-8
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Prefectural new issues, 67/72-5
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Looking Back, 68/54-5
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Commemorative & special new issues, 72/58-9, 63-6
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Commemorative & special new issues, 72/205-14, 220-4
Commemorative & special new issues [co-author: Nielsen, Anker], 72/217-9
Greetings new issues, 72/238-46
Prefectural new issues, 72/247-9
Greetings new issues, 72/256-7, 260-5
Traditional Culture: Kimono greetings issue [co-author: Bryson, Kenneth J.], 72/258-9
National new issues, 72/312-5, 319-33
Traditional Japanese Design, Set 3 [co-author: Bryson, Kenneth J.], 72/316-8
Greetings new issues, 73/14-5
Commemorative & special new issues, 73/32-42
Greetings new issues, 73/60-3
New Year new issues, 73/66-7
Commemorative & special new issues, 73/72-83
Commemorative & special new issues, 73/106-11, 118
Greetings new issues, 73/136-9
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Unoverprinted Japanese stamps in Japanese Burma, 34/178-80

Christensen, Michael A.
New postal code and registration label, 40/189
No address except “Japan”, 57/53

Chua, Hock Khoon
31Jan1942 reopening of postal service in Kedah, 53/234-7

Clark, James
A Tsingtao (Qingdao) “First Day” postcard, 67/262-4

Clark, Kenneth G.
Recent prefectoral errors, 65/332-3
A mirror image [stamp design error], 65/334
JAPEX2010, 66/72
The British Chapter of the ISJP - The BSJP, 71/104-5
“Specialized catalogue of Shōwa stamps” by Yamazaki Yoshiyuki [book review], 71/112-3
“The Stamps and Mail of Occupied South-East Asia” by Tsuchiyu Masayoshi [book review], 71/142-3
“Philatelic Journal” ed.by Yoshiha Takashi [book review], 71/230-1
“The World of Kimura Misaru” ed. by Itsubi Tōru [book review], 72/8-9

Cloves, Norman
P.O.W. mail, World War I, 48/84

Collins, Leroy P.
Foreign-mail date in domestic mail cancel, 49/198-9
A forged new year card, 51/62
1902-1929 Commemorative picture postcards postmarked before their use, 56/142-6
Another Tōgō signature on a 1905 card, 56/217, 222-3
Not valid for foreign mail: 1905 Japan-Korea postal treaty and 1906 Russo-Japanese war issues, 61/114-6
ISJP participation at APS StampShow 2010, 65/171
ISJP participation at APS StampShow 2010 - report, 66/6-7

Collyer, William M.
“MOA” should be “OMIA” [design notes on 410y regular-issue stamp of 6Dec1982], 38/134
Karl Lewis's other enterprises, 43/18-9
Unrecorded revenues from Japanese Korea, 43/212-5
In 1926-27 from America to Japan: 12,739 friendship dolls - Part 1 [design notes on the 2Jun1989 Kanagawa prefectural stamp], 46/261-5
Measuring elevations [design notes on the 30May1991 standard datum for leveling issue], 47/58-61
Training stamps, 47/121
A Yayoi-period village in Saga [notes on the 2Apr1991 Saga prefectural stamp], 48/108-10
Two ways addresses on air mail, 49/203
Diet and M.P.T. post office markings, 49/272
The “MOO” is next to the “EGG” [scenic cancel acronym], 51/32
First “MOO”, then “DO” [scenic cancel acronym], 52/3
Five apples non-stop across the Pacific, 52/105-8
Looking inside the new coil vending machines, 52/148-50
A prospective large order for Karl Lewis covers, 52/212-4
Seven-box labels [adhesives for expanded postal code], 53/145
Revenue stamps to pay patent agency fees, 54/157
“With compliments, Fred C. Gustetter” [Kar Lewis], 56/220-2
Italian light sculptures, 57/79
Two kinds of vending machine coils, 58/7-8
Another CH/Y overprint, 58/53
A 1902 address for KL - and more [Kar Lewis], 58/110-3
More about Karl Lewis, 58/150
“Hello Kitty” turns 30, 59/159
Japan’s “post office tree” 多羅葉 Tarayō, 61/72

Comroe, J.D.
Stamps printed in Japan for foreign countries: China and Korea, 16/4-5

Cornell, Kenneth H.
First airmail flight from Okinawa cover, 5/1/12
Early Japanese regions and provinces, 7/4Supp/1-4

Corson, Peter B.
Introductory study of Manchukuo booklet panes, 19/52-8
Manchukuo post office seals, 20/8-12

Coulter, George P.
Japanese Malaya: New overprint varieties?, 19/16-7
Japanese occupation of former British territories: Notes on the Minkus listings, 19/203-11
Kelantan & Penang [report of Kelantan varieties and Penang “Okugawa Ryo” seal], 20/36
Japanese occupation stamps - 20th century classics, 20/173-6
Southward to Singapore: The first stamps of the Japanese occupation of Malaya, 20/219-27
Malaya from Singapore northward: The single-frame kanji overprints, 21/3-16
Mopping up in Malaya - Early postal issues for the un federated states, 21/110-6
Japanese Malaya: Typset overprints, 21/213-24
Japanese Malaya - Definitive regular & commemorative issues, 21/252-4
More about the Malacca seal, 22/82-9

Cowie, Alan
BSJP meeting at STAMPEX, 69/164
The underlined years: Foreign mail roller update, 69/264-6
New roller cancel reports, 70/262-3
Foreign mail roller cancels - website listings update, 71/307-9

Danzenbaker, John D.
Notes on Mr. Robert S. Levy’s discovery of Plate III of the 20s carmine of 4Feb1875, 7/1/14
The 45s “Eagle” stamp of Japan, 1875, 9/142-52
Second plate and engraving varieties noted for syllabic 2 (Ro) 45s eagle stamp of Japan, 1875, 15/92-3
The 6s violet brown native paper 1874 by Dr. Ichida Sōichi (book review), 24/9-12

Davey, Paul
“The history and postal history of Japan's Wars, Vol. I” by Kenneth Clark [book review] [co-author: Hubbard, David H.], 59/191

Davids, Wilbert
The tale of a trail - update, Part 2 [unknown postal marking], 65/25

De Cost, George L.
Containers for Japanese coil stamps, 8/52

Dehn, R.A.
The measuring instruments of philately, 25/18-22

DeLong, Harry R.
Fire Blower （privately printed postcard), 31/204-5

Denison, Ellery
Chinese mail via Japanese post offices - Part 1: Alternative mailing procedures, 1876-1903, 36/99-100

Dewey, James E.
The first Japanese handstamped issues of Malaya, 15/71-3

Dilley, Luther L.L.
A catalog of Korean postage stamps, 14/42-3

Dimitroff, Susan
Flowers on Japanese stamps - reference lists, 64/76-7

Dowd, Stephen
Unexpected surprise, 72/164

Drago, John, IV
Censored mail from Japanese Korea to Japanese China, 53/244-6

du Boulay, Giles
Around the world in sixty days [early international mail transit time], 62/82-7

Duguid, Neil C.
Oxford cancellation dates [British cancellation honoring marriage of Japan's Crown Prince Naruhito], 49/236
A Nagasaki “Practice Bureau” cancel, 51/241

Edwards, Philip P.
Koban imitation card used in Germany, 49/206

Eichhorn, Florian
The birthplace of skiing in Japan, 40/121-2
New year 1895 greetings from Edardo Chiossone, 43/114
A high-rate cover with the 1874 30s gray, 45/58-63
In memoriam: ISJP director Alfred Münch, 45/131
Artist’s proofs of Koban designs, 48/154-8
Woodblock prints in the Chiossone museum, 48/170
Data sources on first flights and early flights - Part 3, 48/170
Stamps of 3 nations on one card [Germany to Singapore, Japan and U.S.], 49/54
Japan and Germany honor Siebold, 51/76-8
Is this the earliest “Shanghai I.J.P.A.” cover?, 52/237
Whose ships had the first Seapost Offices? [co-author: Spaulding, Robert M.], 54/72-3
New Koban 3 sen with “Registered Yokohama” medium-size 4-digit datetamp, 61/113
Postal Training School stamps, 61/148-9
Japanese Foreign Parcel Dispatch Notes, 65/18-21
“Missent and Forwarded” mail [co-author: Casey, Ron], 65/72-7
1952 Heir Apparent souvenir sheet with premature marking, 65/335
ISJP members meet at German stamp fair, 68/109
The Hunt for the UPU specimens of Japanese Stationery, 69/4-6
1879 - A 12 sen mystery rate cover to the Philippines, 69/100-1
Air Mail Inland (and Foreign) postal marking, handstamps or handwriting, 70/42-9
1914 Tazawa definitives: Horizontal watermark error, 70/65, 94-5
Antarctic station postmarks denied to non-Japanese senders, 70/138-9
“The international reply coupon” by Shimizu Satoshi [book review], 71/1, 14-7
“Record of Meiji period post offices” by Chikatsuji Kiichi [book review], 71/107-11
“Value declaration envelopes/cash registration envelopes” by Shimizu Satoshi [book review], 71/30-3
“Record of Meiji period post offices” by Chikatsuji Kiichi [book review], 71/107-11
Triscetled circle domestic style postmark with “fee paid handstamp” in bottom segment, 1906-1900s, 71/8-11
“Value declaration envelopes/cash registration envelopes” by Shimizu Satoshi [book review], 71/107-11
Triscetled circle domestic style postmark with “fee paid handstamp”, usage on entries, 72/1, 37-41
Inkjet-printed Bilingual Machine Markings – Update 2, 72/144-6
1914 Tazawa definitives: Horizontal watermark error - Update, 73/140-1
Postal rate control marking for international air mail, 1951-52, 73/156-9

Eisenhauer, William
Recognition of long term ISJP members, 67/258
ISJP email verification, 68/174

Elliott, Harold E.
In 1926-27 from America to Japan: 12,739 friendship dolls - Part 2 [design notes on the 2Jun1989 Kanagawa prefectural stamp], 46/265-7

Eng, Khoosian
Japanese occupation stamps - Malacca’s big square chop, 21/191-2

Engel, George Walter
Hygroscopic effects on the dimensions of Koban issues, 32/254-9
Etched issues on handmade paper, 33/150-5
Koban issues - The first Japanese wiremarks, 35/85-92
Paper for postage stamps, 40/174-80

Engles, Everett
Farther south than Hateruma, but uninhabitable [southernmost point in Japan], 43/15-6
Early K.L. cachets [Karl Lewis], 45/218
K.L. cachets from stamps [Karl Lewis], 45/267
An 1876 Maeshima letter on postal scales - Part 1, 49/124-5

Egebensen, Victor
A Javanese calendar, 35/130
Japanese Indoneisa: Hiragana code markings, 36/131-4
Late use of Japanese Indonesia issues & markings, 36/177-88
Money order markings [Japanese Indonesia], 36/189-90

Evans, Hayden W.
Manning Wardle [locomatic shown on 60y stamp issued 23Jun1983], 38/21
Evans, Lois M. (see Evans-de Violini, Lois M.)

Evans-de Violini, Lois M.
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - A survey of the field & a case study of the 1874 1s (syllabic I), 23/109-21
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The western-style 4s envelope of 1874, 24/18-24
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The 6s envelope of 1874, syllabic NI, 24/18-60
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes - The 1s of 1873, 24/191-203
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes - The western-style 2s of 1873, 24/252-63
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The western-style 4s of 1873, 24/305-11
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The Japanese-style 2s of 1873, 25/53-61
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The Japanese-style 4s of 1873, 25/155-63
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The Japanese-style 6s of 1873, 25/164-71
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The western-style 1s of 1874, 26/178-87
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The western-style 2s of 1874, 27/100-10
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The Japanese-style 4s of 1874, 27/110-4
Plate varieties of stamped envelopes 1873-74 - The Japanese-style 6s of 1874 [syllabic I], 27/115-7
3 tales of wandering mail - 1: Advertised in Yokohama, 33/4-6
“Advertised” [marking on undeliverable mail], 37/4-5
Charlesworth [design notes on the orchid on the 2Mar1992 trade in endangered species issue], 47/132
Forgeries of the Dragon, Cherry Blossom and Koban stamps of Japan, 1st edition [co-authors: Zane, Thomas L.; Casey, Ron], 51/6Supp (CD-ROM Monol, 1st ed.)
Forgeries of the Dragon, Cherry Blossom and Koban stamps of Japan, 2nd edition [co-authors: Zane, Thomas L.; Casey, Ron], 57/2Supp (CD-ROM Monol, 2nd ed.)
New ISJP Website announcement, 70/214
ISJP Website update, 70/236-7
ISJP Website update, 71/60-1
Very deceptive “made items”, 71/105-6
ISJP Website update, 71/183

Faries, Belmont
Military currency: The B-yen, Ryukyu Islands, 1945-1958, 17/137-42
Black proofs of the 1958 provisional [Ryukyu Islands], 17/176
Ioman part imperforate sheets [Ryukyu Islands], 17/176
Ryukyu Islands lists of post offices, 17/178-9
Ryukyu stamp booklet [book review], 17/179
Ryukyu presentation album, 18/36
Philatelic section reorganization [Ryukyu Islands], 18/36
Ryukyu Ioman merger “Errors”: Fiction & fact, 19/13-5
Minoru Sera’s Ryukyu handbook [book review], 19/15-6
U.S. military stamps for occupied Japan?, 34/133-43
The Perry Stamp Designs, 35/136-47

Farquhar, Robert
Earliest use of Manchoukoan stamps, 44/185
Earliest use of Manchoukoan stamps - A retraction and a new discovery, 51/52-3
Manchoukuo money-order stamps, 52/6-16
Manchoukuo’s postal life insurance, 53/180-3
A rare cover from a Manchoukoan post office in China’s Chahar province (Inner Mongolia) [co-author: Spaulding, Robert M.], 59/49, 52-8

Felts, James D.
Not one monument, but 3 [concerning Miyako postmark commemorating 100th anniversary of a German shipwreck] [co-authors: Strieder, Rolf; Beach, Lilo; Templeton, J.C.], 31/17-27

Ferber, LeRoy W.
An interview with L.S.J.P. #2, Harold T. Mayeda [co-author: Kamholz, Kenneth], 48/127-9

Field, John C.W.
Japan—overseas and international flights, 15/213-27

Fisher, George A., Jr.
List of post-offices in the Ryukyu Islands [co-authors: Kakinohana, Kei; Alexander, Robert P.], 7/139-41
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 1: Units of value, numerals, 8/37
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 2: Country name, dates, other, 8/48

Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 3: Specimens, imitations, 8/87
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 4: Commemoratives, 8/126
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 5: Cartoglyphically of Japan, 8/144
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 6: Imperial affairs, 8/169
Japanese German prisoner of war mail, 1914-1918: Postal markings, 9/4-5
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 7: War and peace, 9/16
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 8: Japanese occupation of the Philippines, 9/46
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 9: Commemoratives, 9/72
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 10: Commemoratives, 9/87
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 11: Commemoratives, 9/112
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 12: Commemoratives, 9/132
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 13: Commemoratives, 9/155
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 14: Men of Culture, Tourist Propaganda Series, 9/193
Japan as seen in the postal cancellations of the United States [co-authors: Sasabe, Shiho; Alexander, Robert P.], 9/202, 204-7
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 15: National Parks, 10/36
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 16: Miniature sheets - ones and twos {souvenir sheets of one and two stamps}, 10/68
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 17: Miniature sheets [of three or more stamps], 10/89
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 18: Miniature sheets (concluded), 10/134
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 19: Marginal markings, 10/197
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 20: Plate imprints, 11/21
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 21: Marginal markings, 11/61
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 22: Commemoratives, 11/94
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan - 23: “Kanatations” [kana symbols], 11/128
Inscriptions on the postage stamps of Japan [errata, conclusion], 11/156
Japanese inscriptions on the stamps of the Japanese occupation of the Philippine Islands, 11/196
Identification of cancellations of former Japanese territories, 12/48-9
Scenic cancellations of Taiwan, 13/79-86
Official commemorative picture postcards of Japan, 13/191-206
The syllabic-numerical cancellations of Japan [co-author: Spaulding, Robert M.], 14/167-71
Double impressions, 18/86-9, 139
Those 24 rarest stamps of 20th century Japan, 19/183
Forged overprint, Korea Offices 1½s, 19/196-7
Military franchise stamps of Japan, 20/23-6
Japanese freaks {perforation & printing varieties}, 20/35
Japan’s first regularly issued souvenir sheet: The 1938 new year’s sheet, 20/47-8
Early Japanese postmarks & post offices, 20/2Supp(Mono)vi-yi, 1-45
Monograph no. 1: Early Japanese postmarks and post offices - Corrigenda, 22/36
Quantities issued - Japanese stamps through the “Sen Zeros”, 23/24
20th-century rarities, 23/30
Japan’s non-postal cancellations, 23/156-65
Two extra notes on Japan’s non-postal cancellations, 24/115-6
Notes on postal markings, 25/8-9
The Sasebo anchor perfins, 25/31
Notes on postal markings, 26/77-8
“Artillery Duel at the River Yalu” [commemorative picture postcard variety], 26/164-5
Notes on postal markings, 26/166-7
Notes on postal markings, 27/87
Notes on postal markings, 27/118
Notes on postal markings, 27/220-2
Shōwa forgeries, 30/99-102
Addenda to Shōwa forgeries: Forged first-day covers, 30/225-7
Postal markings, 31/8-16
Postal markings, 31/92-3
Postal markings, 31/152-4
Shōwa forged FDC, 31/166-9
Postal markings, 31/195-201
Postal markings, 31/324-29
Postal markings, 32/32-3
Line perforation eleven {on 50s brown watermarked Old Taishō}, 32/64
Postal markings, 32/74-7
Postal markings, 32/129-31
Perforations on offices abroad stamps of Japan, 32/172-9
Registry labels, 32/224-5
Postal markings, 32/243-51
Airmail: Japan overseas flights 1919-52: Additional notes, 33/51-7
Postal markings, 33/126
Postal markings, 33/230-2
Japanese post offices and postmarks of Karafuto and Chishima including Shikotan and the Halla Islands, 34/7-43
Postal markings, 34/155-7
Prewar sea post scenic datestamps [co-author: Spaulding, Robert M.], 34/280-91
Postal markings, 34/301-11
Postal markings, 35/31-3
Three wells in New York {perkins}, 35/232
Postal markings, 35/252-4
Postal markings, 35/315
Japan's domestic shipboard postmarks to 1945, 36/21-33
Russo-Japanese war varieties, 36/61-2
Postal markings, 36/90
Philatelic gazetteer of Manchoukuo, Kwantung Leased Territory, & the South Manchurian Railway Zone, 36/2 supp(Mono9)/1-74
Sea post - London trip L.C. 1937 large commorative datestamps, 36/251-4
Postal markings, 37/51-2
Ryukyu Islands - Moj'i's Great East {money order & postal savings indicia}, 37/53-4
Postal markings, 37/173-5
Postal markings, 37/268-9
Postal markings, 38/62-3
More G.P.B. essay, 38/154-5
Postal markings, 38/185-7
Postal markings, 39/66-70
Addenda to monograph 7: John Gordon Bishop's "The Roman Letter Postmarks of Japan", 40/1 supp(Mono7)/a-1/1-2
Postal markings, 40/150-1
Continental place names on the Russo-Japanese war commemorative picture postcards {co-author: Spaulding, Robert M.}, 40/265-77
Syllabic-numerical cancellations {book review}, 41/55-7
Postal markings, 41/116-20
An unexpected foreign mail datetamp, 42/133
An embargoing mistake in Nanking {error in list of China's subdivisions in China Annual 1943}, 42/202
More varieties of the stampless commorative picture postcards, 42/203-11
Postal markings, 42/278-82
Japanese post offices and postmarks of Karafuto and Chishima including Shikotan and the Habomais: Additions and corrections, 43/148-9
Postal markings, 43/199-203
Four more varieties of picture postcards, 44/52-5
Places on the map of South Chahar {Japanese-occupied China}, 44/132-3
Postal markings, 46/259-60
Port Arthur as seen from Namako-Yama {differences between civilian and military versions of Russo-Japanese war commerative picture postcards}, 47/44
Foreign-mail cancel on domestic mail {from Taiwan}, 49/196-7
An unrecorded "Nashimoto examined" cancel, 50/100-1
A goof and a half by Karl Lewis, 51/58-9
Japanese military scenic cancels in China {co-author: Spaulding, Robert M.}, 51/155-20
Pictorial datestamps for 1936 New year telegrams, 54/152
"Another "formal 4", 55/79
Medal for completing the Death railway, 56/130-3
When "up" means "south" and "down" means "north", 56/224-5
The unusual rambling of a 1932 Japanese kampaku, 59/59
1948 Czech postage "verified" in Kobe, 59/117
Fisher, George L.
Silkworms and stamps, 15/211-2
The tobacco monopoly in Japan, 16/115-8
Medicine stamps and medicine revenues {co-author: Polhemus, Donald W.}, 16/118-20
Fletcher, W.P.
Forged B.O.O.F. overprints, 15/59-60
Flowers, R. Willls.
Conservation No. 11 {notes on miyako tanago stamp of 26Aug1976}, 32/226
Fluck, John D.
Wrong notes for the national anthem {on the 11Feb1905 commemorative picture postcard}, 42/277-8
The Yasugi song, 46/259-60
More children's songs, 46/72-5
Backward bridges {incorrect identification of Japanese bridges on stamps of Sierra Leone}, 46/128-9
Japonica, 46/248-51
In 1926-27 from America to Japan: 12,739 friendship dolls - Part 3 {design notes on the 2Jun1989 Kanagawa prefectural stamp}, 46/267
Song stamp accounts {design note on stamps related to children's songs in the Kantō postal region}, 47/8-9, 11-2
Haiku in Hawaii {postcard canceled in Haiku, Hawaii}, 47/199
Japonica, 47/228-33
Musical aspects of Japan's 1992 prefectural stamps, 48/99-100
Japonica, 48/224-5
Women plant while men drum {musical notes}, 49/3-4
The Ohara festival in Kagoshima {musical notes}, 49/4-6
Japan's "first train" {souvenir sheet from Dominica}, 49/26-8
Japonica, 49/130-2
Japonica, 49/159
More on Miyagi Michio {as portrayed in the Cultural Leaders series}, 50/90-1
Japan's "first train" {souvenir sheet from Dominica}, 50/108-10
An African salute to a Japanese explorer {Shirase Nobu}, 50/210-1
Japonica, 50/274-9
Japonica, 51/288-90
A Russian held captive in Japan, 1811-13 {explorer V.M.Golovnin}, 52/58-9
Saitō memorial festival, 52/74
Japanese stamps used in Kentucky, 52/151
Japanese Nobel prize winners, 52/157-9
Japonica, 52/204-6
The Supreme Court between the sun and the moon, 53/163
Japonica, 53/176-9
Three-four day {notes on 4Mar1998 Okinawa prefectural stamp}, 53/261
Sumô in Canada, 53/263
Japonica, 55/23-5
Kyotousha's song 1914 {musical notes}, 55/116-7
Composer Nakayama Shimei 1887-1952 {musical notes}, 55/118
Japonica, 56/4-6
"Getting attached to a stamp" {personalized stamps}, 56/236-8
Japonica, 57/33
Mongolia's horse-head fiddle {co-author: Richter, Wayne V.}, 57/156-7
Japonica, 58/26-9
Japan in the Millenium Omnibus, 58/58-63
A steamer called "Japonica", 58/148-9
Japonica, 59/17-21
Japanese workers in the Philippines, 1903, 59/32-3
Japonica, 60/56-8
Japonica, 61/74-6
Japonica, 62/22-4
The 2006 Japanese movie stamps, 62/78-81
Japanese movies on stamps of the world, 62/81
Japonica, 63/76-8
Japan-Indonesia joint issue, 2008, 63/126-9
A Karl Lewis postcard with musical humor {co-author: Gillogly, Alan R.}, 64/36-7
Hometown festivals series, set 1, 64/50-3
Japonica, 64/130-2
Canada/Japan diplomatic relations 80th a., 64/304
Hometown festivals series, set 2, 64/353-4
Hometown festivals series, set 3, 65/55-6
Hometown scenes in my heart series, set 6, 65/56-60
Japonica, 65/98-9
Snoopy greetings issue 2010, 65/138-9
Hometown festivals series, set 4, 65/166-7
Looking Back, 65/217
Lighthouse confusion, 65/256
Hometown festivals series, set 5, 65/267-9
Japonica, 66/100-1
Hometown festivals series, set 6, 66/175-7
Looking Back: Japan-China peace & friendship treaty, 10th a., 66/188-9
Hometown festivals series, set 7, 66/333-4
Japonica, 67/50-1
Tōkyō Bunka Kaikan 50th centennial, 67/122
Greenland honors Japanese adventurer, 67/112
Hometown festivals series, set 8, 67/192-3
Musical commemorative datestamps, 68/49-51
Hometown festivals series, set 9, 68/136-7
Japonica, 68/155-7
Hometown festivals series, set 10, 68/310-2
Japonica, 69/1-8
C ate" in Shizuoka {musical performance SCDS}, 69/32
120th Anniversary of the Japanese presence in New Caledonia, 69/92-3
The Takarazuka Revue 100th anniversary 2014, 69/146-9
Snoopy greetings issue 2014, 69/281-2
The Netherlands and Beyond: Japan, 69/323-5
Japonica, 70/6-8
Mexico-Philippines trade route, 71/64
Japonica, 71/199-21
Frunkin, Steven C.
Thursday Island, Australia {foreign postal marking} {co-author: Casey, Ron}, 60/106-7
Fujikawa, Gyo
Miss Fujikawa on "her" stamp {design of US stamp for the US-Japan centennial}, 15/141
Fujita, Kazuha
Two ways of spelling "Tokio" {notes on 3Jun1997 Fukuoka prefectural stamp}, 56/60
Fujita, Tod
In memoriam: Joe Toshinaga Shimomura, 41/51
Fukushima, Mitsuo
A first-day cover sent by "new special express mail", 57/62-3
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Fulcher, L.W.
The revenue stamps of Japan, 9/23-35
The revenue stamps of Japan - Part 2, 9/56-66
The revenue stamps of Japan - Part 3, 9/81-6

Galli della Loggia, Domenico
Postage due on an 1878 letter from France - Part 1, 43/6-7

Gardner, Hugh H.
Constant variety of the 1958 “Child Welfare” stamp, 14/7

Gardner, Leroy W.
Wartime U.S. postal forgery of Japan’s 5s Tōgō, 54/1, 3-8

Garrett, Eugene A.
Japanese Philippines: Counterfeit first day covers, 30/158-68
Place name changes in the Japanese Philippines [co-author: Griffin, Robert L.], 31/60-9
Philippine name changes, 31/151
Japanese Philippines: A bibliography of catalogs, 31/310-2
Heroes Imperforate [issue of 17Apr1944], 36/135
Nilimbaq ng Tanggapan ng Palatiyaklupaan at Talatubigan sa tulong ng Kawanihan ng Palimbagan {inscription on an unissued sheet from the Japanese occupation of the Philippines}, 38/54-5
Additional types of Pacific war censorship seals - (6) The Philippines, 38/200-3
Volcanoes have their ups and downs {data on the height of Mt. Mayon in the Philippines}, 38/209-10
What is “Mica Mail”? {inscription on a private postcard from the Philippines to Japan}, 38/259
Uncle Sam in a Japanese Philippines resistance cachet, 40/3
Japanese occupation of the Philippines: Discovery of a new variety, 41/203
Found at last: The Japanese Philippines 1p Internal Revenue stamp of the 1944 Manila printing - Part 2, 42/34-5
Furigana required in the Philippines, 44/19-20
The Vargas seal [as used on stamps of the Japanese Philippines], 44/70-1
Philippine fantasies: “NON-CENSOR” markings, 44/193-200
Fake covers: A renewed warning - Part 1 [1943 first day covers from the Philippines], 46/67
A Japanese barber in Manila {eminent philatelist Yamashita Kōsaku}, 50/4-6
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